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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of controlling a wind turbine, the wind turbine comprising wind turbine blades attached to a rotor hub and a control system for pitching the blades relative to the hub with the aim of taking into account wake effects on other wind turbines. The invention furthermore relates to a method of controlling the wind turbines in a wind park.

Background

[0002] Turbines are often erected in groups, or wind turbine parks, and operated synchronized to mimic the behaviour of a power plant. In wind turbine parks comprising multiple wind turbines, the individual wind turbines operate in a complex aerodynamic environment due to the unsteady, turbulent nature of the wind field. Additionally, as the turbines extract power from the wind, they produce a wake behind them of generally lower wind speed and of a higher turbulence rating. Due to space considerations the distance between the individual turbines is often such that turbines are in the wind-shadow or wake of other turbines for specific wind directions. All turbines operating in a wake will encounter lower wind speeds than the ambient wind speed outside the plant, and more turbulent wind. This results in a lower performance, and a higher fatigue loading. This may be seen as a reduced total power production of the wind park compared to the total power to be expected from the same number of individual turbines placed separately. The primary "wake loss", designated as the difference between the power curve of an individual turbine and the mean or median park power curves, occurs in the partial power region of the operational regime (usually at wind speed between 3-12 m/s).

[0003] Additionally, the wake loss is seen to depend on the state of the atmospheric boundary layer. Depending upon the ambient temperature distribution in the atmosphere and time of day, the atmosphere can either be classified as neutral, stably stratified, or convectively unstable. The evolvement of the wake downstream depends on the state of the atmosphere, and therefore the power distribution along rows of turbines also is very sensitive to the state of the atmosphere. It has been seen that there may be approximately a 20% difference in downstream performance with different atmospheric conditions.

[0004] While the concept of a "row" of wind turbines is straightforward, often the wind sector forces turbines to operate in an unstructured mode, where rows of well aligned turbines cannot be defined. In such wind directions, situations where one turbine is partially waking a downstream turbine will occur.

[0005] For larger wind turbine parks, wake losses are inevitable but the siting process most often aims at minimizing the wake losses in the wind directions offering the most wind energy by the positioning of the turbines. However, as turbines cannot be moved, wind shadowing will eventually occur in some wind directions, causing wake losses. Even though wake losses cannot be avoided for larger farms with turbines erected relative close to one another, the magnitude of the losses can be affected by choice of the operating strategy for the individual turbines.

[0006] Today, the operation strategy for the turbines is often focused on optimizing the individual turbines according to the local experienced wind speed and wind direction. Also, much effort over the years have been focused on optimizing the individual turbines to produce as much power as possible taking into account the variation of the local wind conditions and the internal conditions in the turbine (such as oil pressure and converter temperatures). However, as the possible productions of the individual turbines in a park are in some situations dependent on one another, it is not given that the overall production of the park is the highest when each turbine produces as much power as possible under the given wind conditions. Rather, it has been proven that in some cases restricting the power production on some turbines leads to a higher power production of the entire farm.

[0007] Further, in some wind turbine parks, the wind turbines are controlled and regulated by inter-turbine coordination through communication and from one central processing unit. Known control methods for wind turbine parks include collecting data row-wise from each wind turbine of the park at a central processing or control unit which from these data determines potential wake conditions for some of the turbines. For each row some optimization calculations may then be performed to determine the optimal power production for the row, and adjusted control signals are then transmitted to each turbine in each row to reduce the power output of selected upstream turbines. The controlling is thereby dependent on the central control unit and on the communication between the turbines which makes the system more vulnerable, complex, and involves a certain non-negligible response time or delay in the controlling.

[0008] US 2009/099702 A1 discloses a system and method to increase the overall power output of a windpark during conditions when the wake created by an upstream turbine affects the power production of a downstream turbine. Minimizing the wake effects created by an upstream turbine on a downstream turbine increases the net power produced by both the upstream and downstream turbines.

[0009] EP 2 604 853 A1 discloses controlling a wind turbine by performing steps of obtaining a number of operating values relevant to a wind turbine; calculating a thrust setpoint on the basis of the operating values; and controlling the wind turbine according to the thrust setpoint.
Summary of the invention

[0010] It is therefore an object of embodiments of the present invention to provide a control method for a wind turbine which obviate or reduce some of the above mentioned problems in known controlling methods.

[0011] It is a further object of the invention to provide a control strategy for the wind turbines in a wind turbine park encompassing such variables influencing the wake loss such as the wind direction, the turbulence level, mean wind velocity, temperature, and optionally the time of day.

[0012] It is a further object of the invention is to provide a control method for increasing the annual energy production (AEP) of the wind turbine park while maintaining or reducing the fatigue loading on the turbines generated from the atmospheric boundary layer and wind turbine wakes.

[0013] It is a further object of the invention is to provide a control method for increasing the annual energy production (AEP) of the wind turbine park through a control method applied on one or more of the wind turbines individually.

[0014] A further object of the invention is to provide a simple yet effective control method for the individual turbines in a wind turbine park taking into account the wake effects between the turbines for most or all wind direction.

[0015] A further object of the invention is to provide a simple yet effective control method for the individual turbines in a wind turbine park while at the same time maintaining a high energy production of the wind turbine park.

[0016] It is a further object of the invention to provide a control method which in a simple and effective way may react fast and reliable to changes in the wind load conditions.

[0017] In accordance with the invention this is obtained by a method of controlling a wind turbine comprising wind turbine blades attached to a rotor hub and a control system for pitching the blades relative to the hub. The method comprises providing at least one wake sector assigned to one or more wind directions and providing a normal pitch schedule to control an output parameter of the wind turbine (e.g. power, rotational speed), comprising pitch reference values as a function of the wind speed and at least one of the parameters of thrust coefficient $C_t$, aero dynamical power coefficient $C_p$ and axial induction factor $\alpha$. Further, a modified pitch schedule is provided to control a modified output parameter of the wind turbine, comprising pitch reference values in dependence of the wind speed and at least one modified parameter of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient, and/or the axial induction factor. The method further comprises receiving indications of a wind speed and a wind direction at the wind turbine, and determining a pitch reference value for one or more of the wind turbine blades according to the normal pitch schedule if the wind direction falls outside the at least one wake sector. Only if the wind direction falls within the at least one wake sector a pitch reference value for one or more of the wind turbine blades according to the modified pitch schedule is determined. The wind turbine is then controlled according to the pitch reference value.

[0018] According to the above, the individual turbines will comprise a normal as well as one or more modified pitch strategies which are applied in dependence of the wind direction. Hereby appropriate consideration may be taken to the wind direction, and to any special conditions that may apply to that specific wind direction. By the assignment of one or more wake sectors to such specific wind directions and in which sectors special modified pitch strategies apply, the pitch strategy and thereby the resulting output parameter may easily and simply be adjusted as a function of the wind direction.

[0019] By providing a modified pitch schedule comprising pitch reference values in dependence of the wind speed as well as of at least one modified parameter of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient, and/or the axial induction factor, is exploited the theoretically obtained result that the output parameter may be optimized modifying any of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient, and/or the axial induction factor.

[0020] The output parameter to be modified may be e.g. the electrical power, the rotational speed, or the thrust of the wind turbine.

[0021] According to an embodiment of the invention the wind turbine is placed in a wind turbine park comprising a number of wind turbines, and at least one wake sector reflects a sector of wake influence by this wind turbine on one or more of the other wind turbines in the park by a wind in a direction within the wake sector. The wake influence may be on the neighbouring wind turbine and/or on a turbine further away.

[0022] Hereby is obtained a simple yet effective control method for increasing the performance such as the annual energy production (AEP), not necessarily of the individual wind turbine, but of an entire wind farm comprising a number of wind turbines, while taking into account the wake effects between the turbines for most or all wind direction.

[0023] By the use of wake sectors is obtained a simple way of describing how the different turbines shadow partly or fully for each other without being restricted to patterns of e.g. rows and columns.

[0024] By the above described control method is obtained a method where each wind turbine may be controlled individually based on locally measured wind speed and wind direction and without being dependent on any central controlling receiving and sending data and information from and to all other turbines in a park. The obtained control method may thereby work faster and allow for a faster adaption and control of each wind turbine in dependence of the measured wind speed and wind direction. Further the control method may be more robust in that each wind turbine may be controlled independently of the others in the wind park and therefore is independ-
The control method according to the above may be applied to any communication means. The threshold parameter which the parameter may exceed for all wind speeds. In this way no advanced computations or optimizations need to be performed during the controlling. Rather, the theoretical and numerical optimization results may be exploited to simply modify one or more of the parameters according to a truncated function as described above. Hereby is obtained a fast and simple and robust yet effective control method which may react fast to changing wind conditions while effectively increasing the total output of a wind park taking into account the wake effect.

In an embodiment, the control method may be applied to the wind turbines in a wind park influencing the other wind turbines the most and/or the most often, such as for example the most forwardly placed turbine or turbines in the prevailing wind directions or the largest wind turbine. Hereby is obtained a fast and simply by adding one or more wake modes to one or more of the wind turbines.

According to an embodiment of the invention the wind turbine is placed in a wind turbine park comprising a number of wind turbines, and the at least one wake sector reflects a sector of wake influence by this wind turbine on one or more of the other wind turbines in the park by a wind in a direction within the wake sector.

In an embodiment, the method further comprises pre-assigning each wake sector with a wake mode, and assigning for each wake mode a different modified pitch schedule, and wherein the method further comprises determining the present wake mode from the wake sector given by the received wind direction, and wherein the pitch reference value is determined according to a modified pitch schedule corresponding to the present wake mode. Hereby may be applied a number of different wake modes with corresponding different or partly different modified pitch schedules. The control method may in this way take into account wind sectors of more or less severe character, or sector in which the turbine may only influence the other turbines partly. The control method herein may be made more detailed taking more effects of the different wind directions into account. The resulting total power production for the wind park may in this way also be closer to the theoretical optimum.

In an embodiment, the method according to the above may further comprise assigning for each wake mode a threshold parameter of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient and/or a threshold axial induction factor, and wherein the modified parameters of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient and/or the axial induction factor are modified such as not to exceed the threshold parameter.

It has been found through theoretical and numerical optimizations of the total output of a given wind park in general yields optimized parameters of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient and/or a threshold axial induction factor as a function of the wind speed which are truncated functions of the corresponding nominal parameters. The optimized parameters may therefore be determined simply and effectively by the setting of a threshold parameter which the parameter may not exceed for all wind speeds. In this way no advanced optimizations or estimates performed for a number of wind turbines in a park with the objective of maximizing the total power production for different wind directions taking into account the wake effects and wake losses. Hereby, the pitch schedule and the modified parameters may be determined fast and simple allowing for a correspondingly fast and robust control method.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the steps of the wind turbine control are performed locally at the wind turbine such as without communication to the other wind turbines in the park. As previously mentioned, this allows for a faster working and more robust control
of one turbine being independent on any central controlling unit and communication means. Further, each turbine may hereby adapt faster to the measured wind speed and wind direction.

[0039] According to an embodiment of the invention, the wake modes consist of a mode of normal power production and a mode of reduced power production. Hereby only two modes are applied in the control method thereby yielding a very simple yet effective control method still taking into account the wake effects. This further yields the advantage of only having to test and approve one wake mode being the alternative to the normal production mode. The method may therefore be applied faster to existing wind parks as the time to approval is kept minimal.

[0040] In an embodiment of the invention the wind speed and the wind direction are measured locally on the wind turbine hereby rendering the wind turbine control independent of receiving any data from a central unit or other wind turbines. Furthermore, the locally measured wind speed and wind direction most likely describe the wind conditions governing the performance of the wind turbine more accurately than data measured some distance away.

[0041] Finally, an embodiment of the invention relate to a method of controlling the wind turbines in a wind park, wherein each wind turbine in the park is controlled locally according to any of the above mentioned embodiments. The advantages hereof are as described above in relation to the method of controlling a wind turbine.

Detailed description of the drawings

[0042] In the following different embodiments of the invention will be described with reference to the drawings, wherein:

- Fig. 1 is a sketch of wind turbines in a park with a full wake scenario,
- Fig. 2 is a sketch of wind turbines in a park with a partial wake scenario,
- Fig. 3 illustrates the nominal and modified axial induction factors as a function of wind speed for different wake modes according to an embodiment of the invention,
- Figs. 4-5 illustrate the resulting electrical power and thrust curves for the different wake modes shown in figure 5 according to an embodiment of the invention,
- Fig. 6 illustrates the nominal and modified thrust coefficients as a function of wind speed for different wake modes according to an embodiment of the invention,
- Fig. 7 illustrates the nominal and modified aero dynamical power coefficients as a function of wind speed, as well as the nominal and modified power coefficients for different wake modes according to an embodiment of the invention,
- Fig. 8 illustrates the nominal and modified aero dynamical power coefficients for different wake modes of figure 7 in greater detail,
- Fig. 9 is a sketch of wind turbines in a park with sectors of different wake modes, and
- Figs. 10-13 illustrate the axial induction factor and the thrust coefficient as a function of wind speed for different modes of reduced noise and blade loads according prior art methods and the resulting electrical power and thrust curves, respectively.

Detailed description of the drawings

[0043] In figure 1 is illustrated a wind turbine park 100 wherein a number of wind turbines 101 are placed. Depending on the direction of the incoming wind 102 the upstream wind turbines create a wake affecting the downstream turbines changing their wind conditions locally and increasing the turbulence rating. In figure 1 the turbines are positioned in straight rows in the wind direction 102 whereby the upstream turbines creates a wake 103 fully covering its downstream turbines. Each wind turbine may create a wake not only for the first downstream turbine but the wake may likewise affect the turbines further down the row (not shown). While the concept of a "row" of wind turbines is straightforward, often the wind sector forces turbines to operate in an unstructured mode, where rows of well aligned turbines cannot be defined. In such wind directions, situations where one turbine is partially waking a downstream turbine will occur as illustrated in figure 2. This may likewise be the situation if the wind turbines are not placed in a grid of rows. Figure 1 and 2 show as an example the same park layout 101 for two different wind directions 102. Figure 1 portrays a wind direction where rows of turbines are easily defined, and are "fully waked" by their upstream counterparts. Figure 2 illustrates a wind direction where the wakes 103 propagate in a skewed direction relative to the row orientation. Thus, downstream turbines are only "partially waked" by their upstream counterparts as also illustrated in the small inserts showing the rotor disk 104 of a turbine with the wake 103 (grey shaded area) fully or partially covering the rotor plane.

[0044] In the situation in figure 2, the loads on the downstream turbines will generally be higher because a part of the rotor disk 104 will be seeing the effective "wake velocity" while the other part will be seeing a higher ambient wind velocity, leading to a discrepancy in loading on the individual blades and a moment transferred to the rotor shaft. In a full wake scenario, the velocity across the rotor disk will generally be more uniform than a partial
wake event (although still lower than the ambient wind speed).

Further, as the turbines extract power from the wind, the downstream turbines in fully or partial shadow from one or more upstream turbines experience lower wind speeds, and thus cannot produce as much power as if exposed to free wind conditions. In other words, the turbine is subject to a shadow loss, or wake loss, as often denoted. Especially for larger parks, such wake losses are inevitable and may be considerable.

By the use of mathematical models for the power production of each wind turbine the optimal settings of the individual turbines can be found maximizing the total power production of the wind park for a given wind direction.

Applying a static approach to modelling the turbines the power of a turbine is given by

$$ P = \frac{\rho \pi D^2}{8} C_P V^3 $$

where

- $\rho$ is the air density,
- $D$ is the rotor diameter,
- $C_P$ is the axial induction factor,
- $V$ is the wind speed.

The variables $D$ and $\rho$ are the rotor diameter and the air density, respectively. A standard air density of $\rho = 1.225$ kg/m$^3$ is assumed. The variable $a$ is the axial induction factor which describes the fraction of wind energy captured by the rotor. The wind speed is denoted $V$ and $P$ is the aerodynamically produced power by the turbine.

The main objective of the optimization can be formulated to maximize the produced power in steady state at different wind speeds for a given wind turbine park design. The axial induction factor $a$ is used as a design variable for the optimization. To insure that the loads are not increased, $a$ is furthermore restricted to be below the standard values. The value of $a$ can be chosen independently for each turbine and each wind speed.

For a given wind speed and a given spacing, a number of different combinations of axial inductions factors have been evaluated. First, the axial induction factor of the most upwind turbine was swept from normal value to 20 % of the normal value, and the solution resulting in highest power production (on plant level) was chosen. Then the second turbine was optimized in the same manner, and so forth, until all turbines have been optimized. This procedure was iterated a number of times, until no further power increase is obtained and the optimization procedure have converged. The procedure was executed for relevant wind speeds and relevant spacing sizes.

By the above described optimization processes for optimizing the total power production of an assembly of turbines have surprisingly been found that for a given turbine park configuration, the optimal axial induction factor $a$, 304 as a function of the wind speed $V$. 301 for each wind turbine can be expressed by a truncation of the nominal axial induction factor. Such optimal curves for axial induction factors $a$, 304 are shown in figure 3 together with the nominal axial induction factor 300 and as function of the wind speed $V$, 301. The thick black line 300 shows the nominal axial induction factor whereas the dashed curves 302 show examples of optimized axial induction factor for different wind directions and park configurations. As can be seen from the figure, the optimal axial induction factor yields a truncation of the nominal axial induction factor corresponding to the setting of a threshold $T$, 303 of the axial induction factor which is not exceeded for any wind speeds.

The corresponding curves of electrical power $P$, 404 and thrust $Th$, 504 as functions of the wind speed 301 are shown in figures 4 and 5, respectively. The nominal electrical power and thrust curves (400, 500) are shown in solid black lines, whereas the modified electrical power and thrust curves (401, 501) corresponding to different truncated and optimized axial induction factors are shown in dashed lines. It can be seen that the reduction in axial induction factor $a$ as shown in figure 3 result in a reduction of electrical power and thrust, respectively, at lower wind speeds and primarily at intermediate wind speeds between approximately 6-10 m/s. The electrical power and the thrust are however reduced in a very non-linear way and by an amount which is dependent on the wind speed.

In contrast to the expressions for the optimized electrical power or thrust, 401, 501, the optimized axial induction factors 301 may generally be expressed by simple means by a truncation of the nominal axial induction factor. This result is exploited in embodiments of the invention as explained in the following.

As may be seen from the results of optimized axial induction factors in figure 3, the optimization of total power output taking into account the wake effects may be achieved by the setting of a threshold for the axial induction factor for each wind turbine. The size of the threshold may vary between approximately 40-80% of the maximal nominal axial induction factor and in dependence on the wind direction and thereby on the severity of the wake loss.

The optimization described above may likewise be performed with the thrust coefficient $C_t$ for each wind turbine as a design variable. The thrust coefficient is in general given by

$$ C_t = \frac{Th}{\frac{1}{2} \rho V^2 A} $$

where $Th$ is the aerodynamic thrust on the rotor, $\rho$ is the air density, $V$ is the wind speed, and $A$ is the rotor swept area. The thrust coefficient $C_t$, 604 as a function of the wind speed is shown in figure 6. The optimization yields similar result as presented on basis of the axial induction factor $a$ in that the optimized thrust coefficients 601 appear to be truncated functions of the nominal thrust coefficient 600. The optimized thrust coefficient for a given wind speed can thus be set as the nominal thrust coefficient however not exceeding some threshold value $T$, 602. As also the case with the axial induction factor the
Similarly, the optimization of the total power output may be performed to obtain modified power coefficients. However only when considering the aero dynamical power coefficient $C_p$, have the optimized curves have been found to be well described by approximately straight lines or truncated curves of the nominal power coefficients in a similar manner to the thrust coefficients $C_t$ and the axial induction factor $a$. When considering the actual electrical power delivered by the turbine and the power coefficient determined herefrom, this is no longer holds due to a number of losses encountered and dependent on the wind speed. These losses e.g. comprise internal electrical losses (transformer, generator, converter etc.), the internal consumption (to run fans, computers, etc.) and mechanical losses (friction in the drive train etc.). i.e. curves for optimized or modified power coefficients based on the electrical power are not advantageous to use in the proposed control method in the same way as the aero dynamical power coefficient. This may also be clear from figure 7, which shows both the nominal aero dynamical 700 and electrical 710 power coefficients as a function of the wind speed $V$, 301. Also shown are the optimized and modified parameters of the aero dynamical 702 and the electrical 712 power coefficient, respectively. As can be seen from the figure, the modified aero dynamical power coefficients 702 are approximately linear for the lower wind speeds corresponding to truncations of the nominal aero dynamical power coefficient, whereas the electrical power coefficients 712 are all very nonlinear.

Figure 8 shows the nominal and modified aero dynamical power coefficients 700, 702 alone for a clearer view.

The above described characteristics of the optimized axial induction factor and/or thrust coefficients and/or the aero dynamical power coefficient, are used in the wind park control to define different wake modes as described in the following.

Figure 9 illustrates the assignment of wake sectors 901 to each wind turbine 101 in the wind park 100. The grey coloured wake sectors 901 indicate that a wind in a direction within the sector causes the turbine 101 to enforce a wake loss on one or several of its neighbouring turbines 101. When the wind is in these wake sectors, special modified power curves and modified production modes are used which allows more wind to pass to the down wind turbines, thus ensuring a higher plant power production. The white sectors 902 are thus sectors of normal power production and modified power production. The grey coloured wake sectors 901 indicate that a wind in a direction within the sector causes the turbine 101 to enforce a wake loss on one or several of its neighbouring turbines 101. When the wind is in these wake sectors, special modified power curves and modified production modes are used which allows more wind to pass to the down wind turbines, ensuring a higher plant power production. The white sectors 902 are thus sectors of normal power production and modified power production. Additionally or alternatively more different types of wake sectors of different modified power production may be set e.g. to take into account sectors or wind directions of more or less severe wake loss or turbulence.

Also the wake sectors 900 may be equally large as shown in figure 9 or of different sizes.

The method according to the method may be employed as follows:

If wake losses are anticipated or expected during the siting or planning process of the wind park, the affected or all the turbines are optimized as previously described resulting in one or more wake modes of modified parameters of the axial induction factor $a$, the thrust coefficient $C_t$, or the aero dynamical power coefficient $C_p$ as a function of the wind speed.

As each wake mode in practice has to be verified before being applied to a wind park in operation, only a limited amount of generic and distinct wake modes may be desired. As a consequence, the theoretically optimal mode cannot be reached, and the resulting power will be slightly below optimum, however still greatly improved.

From this is determined one or more modified power strategies as given by modified parameters of the axial induction factor $a$, the thrust coefficient $C_t$, or the aero dynamical power coefficient $C_p$ and for all wind speeds, which a turbine should follow when the wind direction is such that wake losses are encountered for that specific turbine. The turbines do not have to use the same power profiles and one turbine can have different power profiles depending on the direction (as each turbine can have wake interaction with several different turbines, depending on the wind direction).

The modified power strategies may be described by look-up tables implemented in each turbine. All modified power strategies (optionally in the form of the look-up tables) and sector rules defining the wake sectors may optionally be computed offline and prede-
During operation, the wind speed and wind direction is measured which may be done locally at each wind turbine. Based on the local wind direction measurement and the predetermined wake sectors each turbine then selects which preset modified power strategy or preset table of modified parameters of axial induction factor \(a\), thrust coefficient \(C_t\), or aero dynamical power coefficient \(C_p\) to use. Based on the local wind speed the turbine uses the selected table or the modified parameters of to determine the pitch reference value for one or more of the wind turbine blades and optionally the rotational speed according to which the wind turbine is finally controlled.

The overall power output of the wind farm is hereby optimized by a local control of each wind turbine independently from the others, and with no communication used between the turbines to minimize the wake losses.

Theoretical investigations have been performed on existing wind farm data with different layouts. Increases in the wind farm power production in the order of 20-40% compared to normal operation have been observed under special wind directions and wind speeds. Ass these special wind circumstances are not dominating over a year, the impact on the AEP is more moderate. The investigations indicate that AEP increases in the range of 0.5-5% can be obtained with the appropriate technology.

The special characteristics of the modified parameters of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient, and/or the axial induction factor with regard to optimization of the wake losses and yielding truncated curves of the corresponding nominal parameters, are underlined when comparing to the same parameters but optimized with regard to other types of modes.

Figures 10-11 show the axial induction factor \(a\) and the thrust coefficient \(C_t\), respectively, optimized to minimize the noise or the loads. From these can be seen that the optimization leads to modifications of the parameters especially at intermediate wind speeds \(V\), 303, and that the parameters are changed in a way very different from the optimized truncated curves according to embodiments of the invention and as shown in figures 3 and 6.

Similarly, the corresponding resulting electrical power \(P\) and thrust \(Th\) curves shown in figures 12-13 and based on the noise and load optimized parameters of figure 10-11 are changed only for intermediate wind speeds \(V\) of approximately 10-16 m/s around the nominal wind speed.

While preferred embodiments of the invention have been described, it should be understood that the invention is not so limited and modifications may be made without departing from the invention. The scope of the invention is defined by the appended claims, and all devices that come within the meaning of the claims, either literally or by equivalence, are intended to be embraced therein.

Claims

1. A method of controlling a wind turbine, the wind turbine comprising wind turbine blades attached to a rotor hub and a control system for pitching the blades relative to the hub, the method comprising:

   - providing at least one wake sector assigned to one or more wind directions;
   - providing a normal pitch schedule to control an output parameter of the wind turbine (e.g. power, rotational speed), comprising pitch reference values as a function of the wind speed and at least one of the parameters of thrust coefficient \(C_t\), aero dynamical power coefficient \(C_p\), and axial induction factor \(a\);
   - providing a modified pitch schedule to control an output parameter of the wind turbine, comprising pitch reference values in dependence of the wind speed and at least one modified parameter of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient, and/or the axial induction factor;
   - receiving indications of a wind speed and a wind direction at the wind turbine;
   - determining a pitch reference value for one or more of the wind turbine blades according to the modified pitch schedule only if the wind direction falls within the at least one wake sector; and
   - controlling the wind turbine according to the pitch reference value;

   characterized in that
   - the steps of the wind turbine control are performed locally at the wind turbine without communication to the other wind turbines in the park.

2. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to claim 1, wherein the wind turbine is placed in a wind turbine park comprising a number of wind turbines, and wherein the at least one wake sector reflects a sector of wake influence by this wind turbine on one or more of the other wind turbines in the park by a wind in a direction within the wake sector.

3. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising pre-assigning each wake sector with a wake mode, and assigning for each wake mode a different modified pitch schedule, and wherein the method further comprises determining the present wake mode from the wake sector given by the received wind direction,
and wherein the pitch reference value is determined according to a modified pitch schedule corresponding to the present wake mode.

4. A method of controlling a wind turbine according claim 3, further comprising assigning for each wake mode a threshold parameter of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient and/or a threshold axial induction factor, and wherein the modified parameters of the thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient and/or the axial induction factor are modified such as not to exceed the threshold parameter.

5. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to claim 4, wherein the threshold parameter for a wake mode is set as a percentage of the maximal thrust coefficient, aero dynamical power coefficient and/or maximal axial induction factor, such as in the range of 50-95%, such as 70-80%.

6. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to claim 4 or 5, wherein the threshold parameter for a wake mode is set as a pre-defined constant.

7. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to claim 4, wherein the threshold parameter for a wake mode is set as a function of the wind speed.

8. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the normal pitch schedule and/or modified pitch schedule are pre-defined.

9. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to any of the preceding claims comprising determining the modified parameters of the thrust coefficient and/or the axial induction factor from predetermined look-up tables.

10. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the wake sectors are pre-determined.

11. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to any of the claims 3-10, wherein the wake modes are pre-assigned to each wake sector.

12. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to any of the claims 3-11, wherein the wake modes consist of a mode of normal power production and a mode of reduced power production.

13. A method of controlling a wind turbine according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the wind speed and the wind direction are measured locally on the wind turbine.

14. A method of controlling the wind turbines in a wind park, wherein each wind turbine in the park is controlled locally according to any of the claims 1-13.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Windturbine, wobei die Windturbine Windturbinenblätter umfasst, die an einer Rotormabe befestigt sind, und ein Steuersystem zur Winkelverstellung der Blätter relativ zur Nabe, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:
   - Bereitstellen von mindestens einem Nachlaufsektor, der einer oder mehreren Windrichtungen zugewiesen ist;
   - Bereitstellen eines normalen Winkelverstellplans, um einen Ausgangsparameter der Windturbine (z. B. Leistung, Rotationsgeschwindigkeit) zu steuern, der Winkelverstellungs-Referenzwerte als eine Funktion der Windgeschwindigkeit und mindestens eines der Parameter aus Schubbeiwert $C_t$, Leistungsbeiwert $C_p$ und axialem Induktionsfaktor $a$ umfasst;
   - Bereitstellen eines modifizierten Winkelverstellplans, um einen modifizierten Ausgangsparameter der Windturbine zu steuern, der Winkelverstellungs-Referenzwerte in Abhängigkeit von der Windgeschwindigkeit und mindestens einen modifizierten Parameter aus dem Schubbeiwert, Leistungsbeiwert und/oder dem axialen Induktionsfaktor umfasst;
   - Empfangen von Angaben einer Windgeschwindigkeit und einer Windrichtung an der Windturbine;
   - Bestimmen eines Winkelverstellungs-Referenzwertes für eines oder mehrere der Windturbinenblätter gemäß dem normalen Winkelverstellplan, wenn die Windrichtung außerhalb des mindestens einen Nachlaufsektors fällt; und
   - Bestimmen eines Winkelverstellungs-Referenzwertes für eines oder mehrere der Windturbinenblätter gemäß dem modifizierten Winkelverstellplan nur dann, wenn die Windrichtung innerhalb des mindestens einen Nachlaufsektors fällt; und
   - Steuern der Windturbine gemäß dem Winkelverstellungs-Referenzwert;
   - durch gekennzeichnet, dass
   - die Schritte der Windturbinensteuerung örtlich an der Windturbine ohne Kommunikation an die anderen Windturbinen im Park ausgeführt werden.

2. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Windturbine gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die Windturbine in einem Windpark platziert ist, umfassend eine Anzahl von Windturbinen, und wobei der mindestens eine Nachlauf-


5. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Windturbine gemäß Anspruch 4, wobei der Schwellenparameter für einen Nachlaufmodus als ein Prozentsatz des maximalen Schubbewerts, Leistungsbeiwerts und/oder maximalen axialen Induktionsfaktors eingestellt wird, wie etwa im Bereich von 50-95 %, wie etwa 70-80%.

6. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Windturbine gemäß Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei der Schwellenparameter für einen Nachlaufmodus als eine vordefinierte Konstante eingestellt wird.

7. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Windturbine gemäß Anspruch 4, wobei der Schwellenparameter für einen Nachlaufmodus als eine Funktion der Windgeschwindigkeit eingestellt wird.


10. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Windturbine gemäß einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Nachlaufsektoren vorbestimmt sind.

11. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Windturbine gemäß einem der Ansprüche 3-10, wobei die Nachlaufmodi jedem Nachlaufsektor vorab zugewiesen werden.


13. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Windturbine gemäß einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Windgeschwindigkeit und die Windrichtung örtlich an der Windturbine gemessen werden.


Revendications

1. Procédé de commande d'une éolienne, l'éolienne comprenant des pales d'éolienne attachées à un moyeu de rotor et un système de commande pour faire varier le pas des pales par rapport au moyeu, le procédé comprenant :

- la fourniture d’au moins un secteur de sillage attribué à une ou plusieurs directions de vent ;
- la fourniture d’un programme de pas normal pour commander un paramètre de sortie de l’éolienne (par exemple, la puissance, la vitesse de rotation), comprenant des valeurs de référence de pas comme une fonction de la vitesse de vent et d’au moins un des paramètres de coefficient de poussée \( C_p \), de coefficient de puissance aérodynamique \( C_{p,v} \) et de facteur d’induction axiale \( C_{i,v} \) ;
- la fourniture d’un programme de pas modifié pour commander un paramètre de sortie modifié de l’éolienne, comprenant des valeurs de référence de pas en fonction de la vitesse de vent et d’au moins un paramètre modifié du coefficient de poussée, du coefficient de puissance aérodynamique, et/ou du facteur d’induction axiale ;
- la réception des indications d’une vitesse de vent et d’une direction de vent au niveau de l’éolienne ;
- la détermination d’une valeur de référence de pas pour une ou plusieurs des pales d’éolienne selon le programme de pas normal si la direction de vent tombe à l’extérieur d’au moins un sec-
teur de sillage ; et
- la détermination d’une valeur de référence de pas pour une ou plusieurs des pales d’éolienne selon le programme de pas modifié seulement si la direction de vent tombe à l’intérieur de l’au moins un secteur de sillage ; et
- la commande de l’éolienne selon la valeur de référence de pas ;
caractérisé en ce que
- les étapes de commande de l’éolienne sont effectuées localement au niveau de l’éolienne sans communication avec les autres éoliennes dans le parc.

2. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’éolienne est placée dans un parc éolien comprenant un certain nombre d’éoliennes, et dans lequel l’au moins un secteur de sillage reflète un secteur d’influence de sillage par cette éolienne sur une ou plusieurs des autres éoliennes dans le parc par un vent dans une direction à l’intérieur du secteur de sillage.

3. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre l’attribution préalable de chaque secteur de sillage à un mode de sillage, et l’attribution pour chaque mode de sillage d’un programme de pas modifié différent, et dans lequel le procédé comprend en outre la détermination du mode de sillage présent à partir du secteur de sillage donné par la direction de vent reçue, et dans lequel la valeur de référence de pas est déterminée selon un programme de pas modifié correspondant au mode de sillage présent.

4. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon la revendication 3, comprenant en outre l’attribution pour chaque mode de sillage d’un paramètre de seuil du coefficient de poussée, du coefficient de puissance aérodynamique et/ou d’un facteur d’induction axiale de seuil, et dans lequel les paramètres modifiés du coefficient de poussée, du coefficient de puissance aérodynamique et/ou du facteur d’induction axiale sont modifiés de façon à ne pas dépasser le paramètre de seuil.

5. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le paramètre de seuil pour un mode de sillage est fixé comme un pourcentage du coefficient de poussée maximale, du coefficient de puissance aérodynamique et/ou du facteur d’induction axiale maximale, comme dans la plage de 50 à 95 %, comme 70 à 80 %.

6. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel le paramètre de seuil pour un mode de sillage est fixé comme une cons-

tante prédéfinie.

7. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le paramètre de seuil pour un mode de sillage est fixé comme une fonction de la vitesse de vent.

8. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le programme de pas normal et/ou le programme de pas modifié sont prédéfinis.


10. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les secteurs de sillage sont prédéterminés.

11. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les modes de sillage sont attribués au préalable à chaque secteur de sillage.

12. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon l’une quelconque des revendications 3 à 11, dans lequel les modes de sillage consistent en un mode de production de puissance normale et en un mode de production de puissance réduite.

13. Procédé de commande d’une éolienne selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la vitesse de vent et la direction de vent sont mesurées localement sur l’éolienne.

14. Procédé de commande des éoliennes dans un parc éolien, dans lequel chaque éolienne dans le parc est commandée localement selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 13.
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